


Knowing black characters are always the first to die, as per the cliche horror movie formula, a supporting 
character decides to reject her fate and rebel against the script, throwing the entire movie off course. The four 
characters who were on a double date are now at risk of being permanently erased from the film. They must 
outwit the serial killer and escape the theatre in order to survive... but the film has other plans.

LOGLINE



SYNOPSIS
Michelle, Billy, Mike and Jennifer are the stereotypical characters of a horror movie: The hyper-sexualized black 
chick, the handsome quarterback, his goofy black sidekick, and the innocent good girl. Stuck on repeat, they are 
destined to perpetually live out their bloody fates. But not today. 

Tired of seeing black characters die first, Michelle decides to flip the script. She challenges her friends to join her 
in fighting for their emancipation. The other characters, conditioned to follow the script, are content to play out 
the roles they are accustomed to, especially Jennifer, who was written to be the ‘final girl’. But when Michelle 
savagely attacks the killer, saving Mike, she breaks the narrative loop. 

Now free from the tropes they have repeatedly embodied, they must join her in the fight to defeat the bloodthirsty 
serial killer and escape the movie theater, in order to survive. But the film, omnipotent by nature, will use every 
trick up its sleeve to ensure our heroes meet a gruesome fate.



CONCEPT
In ‘Cut Me If You Can’ horror movie clichés are ridiculed 
and dismantled: black characters die first, sex = death, 
no cell phone service, don’t ever split up, etc.  

Once laid out on paper, the film becomes conscious: The 
master of a tireless repeating narrative loop, guarantor of 
its characters' destiny and the ultimate villain of the story. 

The film uses cinematography and editing techniques 
(dolly zoom, mute, slo-mo, etc.) as weapons to trip our 
heroes up at every turn, preventing them from taking 
control of the narrative, 



TONE
‘Cut Me If You Can’ is a tribute to the slasher genre and 
more specifically to the 80's and 90's horror movies that 
terrorized a generation: Halloween, Night of the Living 
Dead, Evil Dead, and so many more. While the film has 
many comedic elements, it is by no means a parody. In 
the vein of self-aware horror films like Scream, with the 
addition of a powerful social commentary à la Get Out, 
‘Cut Me If You Can’ provides the unique facet of the film 
itself being a character in its own right.  

The film's fundamental purpose is to provide the 
audience with excitement and scares, and as such, will 
always stay true to its nature: HORROR. 



MICHELLE
“Fuck the script!”

False nails, blond Nicki Minaj wig, heavy makeup, plunging neckline. Michelle is the caricature of a bimbo. Fed up 
with being one-dimensional, she decides to take her destiny into her own hands. She is determined to break free 
from the formulaic narrative that determines her fate based on the color of her skin. She will not go down as just 
another bloodied black body. Transforming into a badass movie hero she drags her friends, kicking and screaming, 
on this journey with her.



JENNIFER

Jennifer is the perfect little goodie-two-shoes: an uptight prude with a tight hold of her virginity. She is written to be 
the heroine of the film, and the sole survivor of this massacre. However, when Michelle takes the story by the reins,  
and Jennifer’s leading role is threatened, we see Jennifer’s true colors come out. Standing strong in their 
determination to survive, they shatter outdated and misogynistic stereotypes that women are the weaker sex.

“There can only be one final girl.”



MIKE

In line with horror movie tropes, Mike is scripted as "the black man who dies first". When his girlfriend, Michelle, 
saves him from the killer, he is forced to learn to improvise. Underdeveloped because he was written to die in the 
opening sequence, Mike struggles to find the motivation to fight for his life. With no depth or courage, Mike even 
tries to sacrifice himself to the killer. When he overcomes his will to die he realizes that he can in fact be the master 
of his own destiny.

“I was supposed to die! What do I do now?”



BILLY

Captain of the football team, Billy is your typical quarterback douchebag. Poster boy for the straight, white Alpha 
male, Billy is a vain, self-obsessed bully; Not to mention sexually frustrated from his failed attempts at seducing 
Jennifer. It isn’t until Michelle derails the script that Billy finally feels free to reveal all of the emotions that have been 
bubbling beneath his toxic masculinity facade.

“It might be nice to live for once”.



Scary mask, gleaming knife, slow menacing walk, inaudible grunts, and of course, immortal. The killer is the 
puppet of the movie: the primary weapon designed to eliminate our four protagonists. But whatever they do to kill 
him, he keeps coming back, again and again.

THE KILLER



The film is an intelligent entity. As soon as the heroes step outside of their scripted narrative, the film tries to stop 
them with whatever means it has. But its means are limited to tried and true cinematography and editing 
techniques (split screen, rewind, slow motion, etc.), and sound design (muted dialogue, classic scary movie 
score). But like any good horror movie, it will toy with its victims until the end to build suspense and play with the 
emotions of the audience.  

THE MOVIE: THE REAL VILLAIN



LOCATION



PRODUCTION COMPANY

Tremendum Pictures is an independent film production company in 
central CA, run by Travis Cluff and Chris Lofing.
 
“Our industry partners and relationships put us in a unique position to 
create content outside of “the system,” yet meeting and exceeding 
studio expectations for distribution. In 2015 our film, “THE GALLOWS” 
made for only $100,000, became the lowest budgeted movie in history 
to go straight to a worldwide theatrical release through Warner Bros and 
New Line Cinema. The film grossed $43million worldwide, becoming 
one of the most profitable movies of all time. We have since been 
empowered by Hollywood, including our partners at Blumhouse 
Productions, to continue our unique approach to filmmaking – creating 
low budget, studio quality content, and taking it to a big Screen.”

Tremendum’s latest film, HELD, distributed by Magnolia Pictures/
Magnet Releasing was released in theaters and on demand April 9th, 
2021.



PRODUCER
Alana de Freitas

Alana de Freitas is an Australian Writer/Producer/Director/Actress 
based in Los Angeles. Having suffered horrific nightmares growing 
up, she fully understands just how terrifying the thought of going to 
sleep can be, which is what prompted her to write STAY AWAKE. 

Alana wrote and produced the feature film, BEFORE THE DAWN,  
which was awarded the ReFrame Stamp by the Sundance Institute 
& Women in Film for its gender parity, both in front of and behind 
the camera. The film won numerous awards on the festival circuit, 
including Best Feature Film at both the American Film Awards and 
the Focus International Film Festival. It is now available for 
streaming on Amazon Prime, Tubi, Roku, YouTube Movies and 
Google Play. 

Alana also wrote, produced and directed the LGBTQ-themed short 
film, NANCY, which won the Grand Jury Prize at the Sherman Oaks 
Film Festival, Best First-Time Director at the New York Film Awards 
and Best Screenplay at the International Independent Film Awards. 



PRODUCER
Djaka Souaré

Of West African and French descent, Djaka Souaré is an Producer/Director/Actress who started her career in theater 
before transitioning to Film & TV. Djaka worked at Goldcrest and Saboteur in both documentary and narrative films, 
overseeing projects from financing to casting. She was a producer on the National Geographic documentary "Hell on 
Earth: The Fall of Syria and Rise of Isis" that premiered at TriBeCa in 2017 and received a DuPont Award; and on "I Want 
My MTV", that premiered at TriBeCa in 2019. Her short film "Jazz in Wakanda" which she wrote, directed, produced and 
starred in, was an Official Selection at numerous film festivals, including Urban World, Nitehawk Shorts and New 
Filmmakers LA. Djaka is a member of Women in Film and Free the Work.



WRITER / DIRECTOR
Nicolas Polixene

Born in Paris, of West Indian descent, Nicolas grew up fascinated by Cinema. Having initially studied science, 
he decided to swap majors and devote himself to cinema. He enrolled in Paris's prestigious EICAR (International 
School of Audiovisual Creation and Direction), where he studied film language, directing, screenwriting and 
quickly started making his own short films. His second student short film "Dreamed" won the Grand Prix Emotion 
at the Fontainebleau Festival. Nicolas started gaining more experience working on film shoots. In 2014 he won 
Cannes Film Festival Oceans Prize for Best Short Film with "Papé", which was selected by more than 70 festivals 
(Director’s Fortnight, Aspen, Palm Springs, Clermont-Ferrand, etc.) and won many awards. His short film 
“American Dream”, which he co-directed with Sylvain Loubet-dit-Gajol, is currently on the festival circuit, winning 
multiple awards. Nicolas is now developing his first feature film "Dissidence", a drama set in Martinique during 
World War II. 



WRITER / DIRECTOR
Sylvain Loubet dit Gajol

Sylvain Loubet-dit-Gajol cut his teeth at Paris's famous EICAR (International School of Audiovisual Creation and 
Directing), developing his own projects while learning filmmaking fundamentals. Gaining experience working on 
various shoots, he joined Walt Disney France as a creative producer. Inspired by his work, imagining and 
directing advertising campaigns for the brand and its subsidiaries (Lucas Film, Marvel, Pixar, etc.) , he decided 
to return to making his own projects. He began to collaborate with his old film school friend, Nicolas Polixene. 
Together, they wrote and directed "American Dream", which was produced by Caviar and is currently an Official 
Selection of numerous film festivals all over the world. Sylvain currently works as a director at Ubisoft. His motto: 
"Logic will take you from point A to point B. Imagination will take you everywhere."



WRITER
Jean-Jérome Loubet dit Gajol

Born in France, Jean-Jerome Loubet-dit-Gajol is a self-taught screenwriter and novelist who works as a 
freelance author and board game designer. He has been collaborating with Nicolas Polixene and his brother 
Sylvain Loubet-dit-Gajol on multiple projects that include television series, short films and feature films. 



DIRECTORS’ STATEMENT

Like everyone else on the planet, we were confined during the pandemic, locked up and on the verge of madness. 
And so, we told ourselves that it would be interesting to do the same to our heroes and lock them up in their own 
movie, with the ultimate villain: the movie itself.  

At the beginning of the film, we live in classic horror/slasher filmmaking codes, with a stereotypical story and 
cartoonish characters. There, the objective is to build the familiar horror movie tension that our audience has come to 
expect, without revealing any telltale signs that the film is an omniscient entity.  
Once our heroes take the reins of the story, our direction style shifts. To highlight that the film has now become a 
character with its own consciousness, we will use Steadicam shots and quick pans to the right or left - like eyes 
looking for prey. When our heroes are talking, the camera will move closer, as if to eavesdrop on them.  

What started out as a crazy idea took on another dimension when we realized that we could add deeper layers to the 
film without losing its light tone. That this concept of a film within a film could also create the opportunity to comment 
on the current industry. 

Nicolas Polixene & Sylvain Loubet dit Gajol



‘Cut Me If You Can’ is a film that, behind its dark humor, denounces some of the film industry tropes: one-dimensional 
female characters misrepresented by the male gaze, racist plot devices for people of color, and the lack of leading, or 
even well-developed roles for minorities.  

The film is a metaphor for today's entertainment industry, tirelessly repeating the same old stories made up of 
sequels, prequels, and remakes. Unable to break out of the restricted framework it has created for itself, the studio 
system focuses on a fat bottom line rather than creating original content. Much like our film, which is stuck on a one-
way track. 

Threatened by new entities, such as Netflix and other streamers the film industry has become an endangered 
species. With so many people streaming content from home, we see more and more empty cinemas, just like the 
theater in our film. And even more so now with the shuttering of many cinemas due to the effects of the pandemic. 

We believe that there is hope, as cinema has proven time and time again that it knows how to reinvent itself. And, just 
like in our film, hope will come from our heroes. They are the pebble on the track that will derail the film. They 
represent this need for change and emancipation that is currently blowing through the industry with a new generation 
of filmmakers. But, like at the end of our story, nothing comes easy and it will still take a lot of questioning and 
sacrifice to move the needle. 



OUR MOVIES
AMERICAN DREAM (2019) Written and directed by Nicolas Polixene & Sylvain Loubet. 
Production Company: Caviar France 
Frustrated by the lack of opportunities he had in France, Mickael has been living in the 
United States for five years. Proud of his success, he invites his little brother to the USA to  
and encourages him to take advantage of the same opportunities. Unfortunately everything 
changes when they accidentally hit a young white policeman on the side of the road.  
Urbanworld Film Festival, New Orleans Film Festival, Bronzelens Film Festival, Sidewalk 
Film Festival, Savannah Film Festival (Best Global Short: Black Voices and Global Shorts 
Forum Best of Show). 
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/372573087 

PAPÉ (2015) Written and directed by Nicolas Polixene.  
Production Company: Les films du Cygne 
Following the death of his wife, an old fisherman named Papé isolates himself and 
becomes lost in the world of his memories. 
Official Selection in more than 60 festivals around the world (CANNES - La Quinzaine des 
Réalisateurs, Palm Springs International Film Festival, Aspen Shortfest, Clermont Ferrand) 
Movie: https://vimeo.com/126492285  
Password: PAPE2015 

https://vimeo.com/372573087
https://vimeo.com/126492285


COMPARABLE FILMS

FILM BUDGET DOMESTIC WORDLWIDE

HALLOWEEN 
1978 $325K $47MM $47MM

SCREAM 
1996 $14MM $103MM $173MM

GET OUT 
2017 $4.5MM $176MM $255.4MM

US 
2019 $20MM $175MM $255MM



CONTACT: Alana de Freitas info@adf-productions.com 


